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- Source is on github:
  - http://github.com/loghyr/3530bis
- Tasklist is on github in 3530bis repository
  - Needs to be periodically communicated on the mailing list
  - Still getting new items
  - Need to triage
    - Priority
    - Accept or reject
Major changes since IETF 77

- Updated error section
  - Formatted like 5661
  - Updated codes allowed by operations
- Updated ACL section
  - Mainly pulled from 5661
- Updated Multi-Server Namespace section
  - Mainly pulled from 5661
  - Change of text about problems facing 3530bis implementations and how fs_locations_info fixes them
- Updated i18n section
  - Dave to talk about
Need some target dates

- Task list triaged
- Editing complete
- Reviewed complete
  - Includes re-edits
- Submitted